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A B S T R A C T

Seabed cover of organisms is an established metric for assessing the status of many vulnerable marine
ecosystems. When deriving cover estimates from seafloor imagery, a source of uncertainty in capturing the true
distribution of organisms is introduced by the inherent variability and bias of the annotation method used to
extract ecological data. We investigated variability and bias in two common annotation methods for estimating
organism cover, and the role of size selectivity in this variability. Eleven annotators estimated sparse cold-
water coral cover in the same 96 images with both grid-based and manual segmentation annotation methods.
The standard deviation between annotators was three times greater in the grid-based method compared to
segmentation, and grid-based estimates from annotators tended to overestimate coral cover. Size selectivity
biased the manual segmentation; the minimum size of colonies segmented varied between annotators fivefold.
Two modelling techniques (based on Richard’s selection curves and Gaussian processes) were used to impute
areas where annotators identified colonies too small for segmentation. By imputing small coral sizes in
segmentation estimates, the coefficient of variation between annotators was reduced by approximately 10%,
and method bias (compared to a reference dataset) was reduced by up to 23%. Therefore, for sparse, low
cover organisms, manual segmentation of images is recommended to minimise annotator variability and bias.
Uncertainty in cover estimates may be further reduced by addressing size selectivity bias when annotating
small organisms in images using a data-driven modelling technique.
1. Introduction

Ecological monitoring is critical to the conservation of habitats that
are susceptible to anthropogenic impacts (Lindenmayer and Likens,
2010), and monitoring of ocean health is recognised as internation-
ally important for environmental sustainability strategy (Danovaro
et al., 2020; IOC-UNESCO, 2020). Monitoring has revealed significant
changes to important seabed habitats: a three-decade decline in coral
cover on the Great Barrier Reef (De’ath et al., 2012); a coral bleaching
and disease event resulting in a 13% decline in coral cover in the
Caribbean (Miller et al., 2009); ocean acidification weakening coral
framework (Hennige et al., 2015); the destruction of sponge aggrega-
tions by bottom trawling (Vieira et al., 2020; Kazanidis et al., 2019);
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the slow recovery of cold-water corals from trawling (Clark et al.,
2019; Huvenne et al., 2016); and the ingestion of plastics across the
marine food web, even in remote areas such as the deep sea (Taylor
et al., 2016). Such monitoring outcomes are important to conservation
decision-making and environmental management, including the evalu-
ation of Vulnerable Marine Ecosystems (VMEs) (Obura et al., 2019), the
designation of Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) (Almany et al., 2009),
and the management of industrial activities (Levin et al., 2020).

To be effective, monitoring data must be collected over ecologically-
relevant spatial and temporal scales, and to commonly-agreed metrics.
The spatial repeatability, larger areal coverage and greater flexibility
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of underwater imaging compared to traditional sample-return based
survey methods has lead to the increased use of photographic and
video surveys in seabed monitoring programmes (Morris et al., 2014;
Brown et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2016). Image based surveys also
provide more opportunity for better understanding deep-sea (>200 m
water depth) VMEs, which often need to be monitored over large
spatial and temporal scales due to their composite organisms hav-
ing sparse distributions and long life histories (Clark et al., 2019;
Vieira et al., 2020). Essential Ocean Variables have been developed
as an international standard to establish baseline conditions and assess
change (Constable et al., 2016; Miloslavich et al., 2018; Levin et al.,
2019), with percentage cover as an established metric for assessing
the state of habitats with colonial or seafloor-covering biota, including
hard coral (Brown et al., 2004; Hill and Wilkinson, 2004; Obura, 2018).
Methods for manually estimating percentage cover from images include
grid-based and manual segmentation-based methods (Leujak and Or-
mond, 2007), in which researchers annotate, that is, locate, identify
and size the target organisms. These methods are often contrasted by
their efficiency, with manual segmentation considered to require more
time than grid-based cover estimation, but with the accuracy and time
efficiency of grid-based estimates being strongly linked to the grid size
selected (Trygonis and Sini, 2012; Dethier et al., 1993).

The reliability of cover estimates is in part determined by the
bias and variability associated with the image capture and annota-
tion method (Sayer and Poonian, 2007). Variability in image-derived
ecological data can result from the chosen image acquisition and pro-
cessing techniques (Jones et al., 2007; Schoening et al., 2020), and from
the annotation process. Annotation to produce robust cover estimates
requires the correct detection and identification of target organisms,
and the correct evaluation of size, each of which is subject to variation
and bias. Annotation method choice may impact this variation; for
example, Leujak and Ormond (2007) compared six different in situ
and visual imaging survey methods resulting in coral cover estimates
ranging from 34%–46% in a high cover coral reef in the Red Sea.
Purser et al. (2009) estimated cold-water coral and sponge cover us-
ing multiple annotation techniques including an automated analysis
technique and a manual point assessment technique at two different
resolutions (15 points versus 100 points). They found the lower res-
olution technique (15 points) struggled to accurately detect sparsely
distributed coral colonies and the autoanalysis technique underesti-
mated abundant coral cover. Sponge cover estimates varied between
methods, with both the 15 points technique and the autoanalysis pro-
ducing inaccurate cover estimates. Perkins et al. (2022) also found that
image annotation technique impacted the statistical power to monitor
change in target organisms (such as sponge bleaching). Annotators
vary in both detecting and identifying organisms. A comparison of
eight annotators identifying dinoflagellate species found agreement
from 43%–95%, with self-consistency levels on repeat annotations as
low as 67% (Culverhouse et al., 2003). Beijbom et al. (2015) found both
intra- and inter-annotator variability in identifying different substrata
found in images captured at four Pacific coral reefs, and that annotator
experience with the study site impacted annotator error. A study of
fauna in seafloor images found that the majority of variability in the
three annotators’ faunal composition estimates derived from varying
detection rather than disagreements of identity (Durden et al., 2016).
In a dive survey, seabed cover estimates were found to vary between
observers, with precision in estimates of seabed cover found to be
related to quadrat size (Benedetti-Cecchi et al., 1996). The magnitude
of such variability in cover estimates may be significant to the ecologi-
cal conclusions drawn, particularly for sparsely-distributed organisms.
Annotator variability may also obscure real environmental change, with
implications for the designation of protected areas or implementation
of policy measures.

Efforts have been made to provide guidance on and establish thresh-
olds for the identification of VMEs from images. High density VMEs can
2

at times be identified from a single image, however, when VME forming l
taxa are present at lower densities, their distribution at larger spatial
scales is required to identify the VME (Baco et al., 2023). Cold-water
coral habitat density is highly dependent on the composite taxa and
the abiotic conditions found at sites, making it challenging to define a
threshold for reefs and gardens (OSPAR Commission, 2008; Bullimore
et al., 2013). Rogers et al. (2013) provide a coral colony density
threshold of greater than 10 times the background densities (usually
0.1 m−2 but scale dependent) as their definition of coral gardens,
however, Bullimore et al. (2013) found this criteria to exclude too many
coral garden habitats due to the broad range of comprising biotopes.
Price et al. (2019) and Rowden et al. (2020) both suggested a threshold
of approximately 30% living or dead coral framework cover to establish
a reef habitat, over spatial scales of 2 m2 to 50 m2. The designation of

PAs and other policy measures can also occur when VME forming
axa (such as cold-water corals) are present in unique environmental
onditions (Huvenne et al., 2016). When density or cover estimates are
sed to define VMEs and influence management actions, uncertainty
n estimates derived from seabed images due to annotator error and
ariability can impact the protection of these ecosystems.

We investigate uncertainty in cover estimates derived from seafloor
hotographs taken at a site with sparse coral cover, by comparing
he annotation results of 11 annotators using two methods of cover
stimation and additionally proposing two techniques to reduce annota-
or variability based on data-driven annotator modelling. We compare
rid-based and manual segmentation image annotation methods, and
ssess the inter-annotator and method-based variability and bias in
stimating sparse cold-water coral cover. We further explore inter-
nnotator variability in the manual segmentation method by assessing
nnotator bias in relation to coral colony size. To address the revealed
nter-annotator size bias, we apply and evaluate two different mod-
lling techniques for imputing missing coral size data. We discuss the
cological implications of the observed annotator variability, and the
eneralisable implications for routine monitoring of seafloor covering
iota.

. Methods

.1. Study site and image collection

This study investigates annotator variability using seabed images
athered in the Western Darwin Mounds area in 2019 (Table 1; Hu-
enne and Thornton (2020)). The Darwin Mounds are a field of
parsely-distributed cold-water coral mounds, each up to approximately
5 m in diameter and 5 m in height. The mounds are unusual in hosting
cleractinian corals, Desmophyllum pertusum and Madrepora oculata, in

sedimentary rather than rocky environment (similar to the Moira
ounds in the Porcupine Seabight; Wheeler et al. (2011)). The mounds

re thought to have initially formed in the early Holocene, as a result of
old-water corals baffling sandy sediments from the prevailing contour
urrent (Victorero et al., 2016). Although being sparse in cover, the
oral framework on the mounds still provides habitats for commercially
mportant fish species and various invertebrates (Bett, 2001; Costello
t al., 2005). The Darwin Mounds effectively became the UK’s first off-
hore MPA in August 2003 when the area was closed to bottom fisheries
nder the EU Common Fisheries Policy (Council of the European Union,
004; De Santo and Jones, 2007). Since 2015, it has been designated
s a Special Area of Conservation and the area remains a target of
ontinued monitoring (Huvenne et al., 2016; Chaniotis et al., 2020).

Vertical still images were collected with a combined stereo cam-
ra and double laser line scanner system known as BioCam (West
t al., 2020), mounted to the Autosub6000 autonomous underwater
ehicle. See Thornton et al. (2021) for details of the acquisition sys-
em. The survey over the Western Darwin Mounds captured 21,279
mages in an area of approximately 29 hectares (Table 1). The images
ere processed to correct for colour, illumination beam pattern and
ens distortion (Bodenmann et al., 2017), and were clustered into 11
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Table 1
Western Darwin Mounds cold-water coral cover study image collection and
annotation dataset preparation information. SD = standard deviation.

Study dates 16–17/09/2019
Study area (centre) 59.81◦N 7.36◦W
Water depth (m) 957–970
AUV mean altitude ± SD (m) 5.05 ± 0.67
Seabed area covered (m2) 288 000
Mean image seabed area ± SD (m2) 42.1 ± 12.0
Image mean spatial resolution ± SD (mm/pixel) 2.7 ± 0.4
Number of images collected 21 279
Number of images annotated 96
Total seabed area of annotated images (m2) 3950
Number of annotators 11

visually similar groupings using unsupervised features extracted by
a deep-learning location guided autoencoder (Yamada et al., 2020).
Eight non-overlapping images were randomly selected from within each
cluster to generate a cluster-stratified selection of seafloor images to
function as the annotation dataset. To increase the number of corals
present in our dataset, 16 rather than eight non-overlapping images
were selected from the image cluster known to contain coral, creating
an annotation dataset of 96 images in total.

2.2. Image annotation and cover estimation

Eleven annotators annotated the images in random order using the
online annotation platform Squidle+ (Bewley et al., 2015). Manual
annotation was repeated using two different methods: grid-based per-
centage estimation and manual segmentation. Each method was used
to estimate the percentage cover of living scleractinian coral (defined
as coral framework with living polyps, hereafter referred to as coral
colonies) in each image. Prior to annotation, annotators received in-
structions on the chosen annotation methods and corals of interest, with
practice on a smaller tutorial dataset containing 15 images captured
in the same deployment but not included in the annotation dataset.
Guidance included a minimum coral colony size to annotate, example
annotations on the tutorial dataset and opportunities for feedback and
to confer with other annotators. This work was carried out using
annotators’ own workspace setups.

In grid-based annotation, images were divided into 56 cells with
an eight by seven grid to produce cell sizes of approximately 1 m2

seabed area (320 × 308.6 pixel cell size). Annotators estimated the
summed percentage cover of living and dead coral colonies found
within each cell (Fig. 1a; 1b). Percentage cover estimates were given
in 10% ranges (Jokiel et al., 2015). For example, if the annotator
estimated around 10% of the annotated cell to be covered by living
coral, the cell would be annotated with the following tags: live, 5 <
x ≤ 15%. The lowest and highest cover ranges that could be reported
were 0 < 𝑥 ≤ 5 and 95 < 𝑥 ≤ 100% respectively. If no scleractinian coral
was present in a cell, the cell would be labelled as sediment only. Coral
cover percentages for each cell were made proportional to the image
by dividing the cover values by 56 and summed to produce a living
coral cover estimate for the whole image. For manual segmentation,
annotators drew polygons around all living coral colonies detected
in each image (Fig. 1c; 1d). The areas of the drawn segments were
summed to produce image cover estimates. Where colonies were too
small for manual segmentation, annotators assigned a point indicating
the presence of live coral, but did not provide a drawn segment from
which colony size could be calculated from (‘‘point label’’; Fig. 1d). For
both methods, annotators could add an additional ‘‘uncertain’’ label
when they were not fully confident in their annotations. Uncertain
annotations without a live or dead label were removed before analyses.
For an example of the Squidle+ interface used for both annotation
methods, see the supplementary material (Supplement 1).

Annotators were instructed to complete their annotations within
one month, in as many sessions as required. The time taken for each
3

Fig. 1. Illustration of the image annotation methods used to estimate coral cover:
grid-based (a; b) and manual segmentation (c; d). A whole image is presented in (a)
and (c), and a single grid cell (b) and (d). Coral colonies are shown approximately to
scale.

annotator to fully annotate the 96 images with each method was
recorded.

The pixel dimensions and seabed area of each image were calcu-
lated using Autosub6000’s altitude and the camera acceptance angles
(69.5◦ and 60.7◦), following Jones et al.’s (2007) approach for verti-
cal seabed images scaling calculation (Jamieson et al., 2013; Durden
et al., 2015; Piechaud and Howell, 2022). Image coral cover estimates
were converted into real-world spatial cover estimates assuming a flat-
world scenario. Any protrusion of coral and other three dimensional
structures from the surface of the seabed was assumed to be negligible,
as the AUV’s mean flying altitude during image acquisition was large
(approximately 5 m) in comparison to the relatively small height of
the coral structures (estimated to be < 1 m and likely < 0.5 m for the
coral colonies included in the present study) in the Darwin Mounds
area (Huvenne and Thornton, 2020).

2.3. Analyses of variability in annotator cover estimation

Annotator variability was assessed between annotation methods
by comparing the cover estimates per image. Differences between
annotators in coral cover estimates for each annotation method were
assessed using the Friedman rank-sum tests adjusted for ties, where
the annotator identity (1–11) was the treatment condition and the
image identifier (1–96) was the blocking condition, (Hollander et al.,
2013; Vallat, 2018). Differences in coral cover estimates per image
between annotators and between the grid-based annotation method and
segmentation were also assessed by a Friedman test (identifier combin-
ing annotator identity and annotation method used as 1–22 treatment
condition, image identifier 1–96 blocking condition). Post-hoc pairwise
Conover tests on the method-annotator cover estimates were performed
using a false discovery rate 𝑝-value adjustment method (Conover, 1999;
Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; Terpilowski, 2019).

Coral percentage cover was estimated across all the images used
in this study for each annotator and annotation method. To generate
confidence intervals for the annotator cover estimates, image cover
estimates made by each annotator with each annotation method were
pooled separately and randomly resampled with replacement to create
image sets with total imaged seabed areas near equal to the original
total image seabed area photographed (3950.44 m2). The measured
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areas of coral colonies present in the sampled image sets were summed
to give a total living coral area, which was divided by the total imaged
area to create standardised living coral percentage cover estimates.
Resampling was repeated 1000 times to determine the area-weighted
mean of coral percentage cover and 95% confidence intervals. Confi-
dence intervals were calculated using the bias corrected and accelerated
method to account for bias and skew present in the resampled coral
cover distributions (Roff, 2001). Percentage cover was estimated both
for each annotator and across all annotators. For comparisons across
all annotators, image estimates made by all annotators were pooled
together for each annotation method and resampled with replacement.
Annotator bias within each method were evaluated by calculating the
percentage difference between the area-weighted mean cover estimate
for each annotator and the mean cover estimate across all annotators.

Coral percentage cover estimates and annotation speed were com-
pared between methods with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Annotation
time, number of detected colonies and number of drawn segments
in the manual segmentation method was tested for correlation with
Kendall rank correlations.

2.4. Analyses of method bias

Method bias was evaluated with the area-weighted mean coral cover
estimated across all annotators for each annotation method. A reference
dataset combining all 11 annotators’ drawn segments was used to
compare each annotation method against. To create this reference
dataset, the mean area of drawn segments around any coral colony
segmented by at least one annotator was used (note, this is likely a
slight overestimate of coral cover; Chalana and Kim (1997), Tong et al.
(1998)). The difference between the area-weighted mean coral cover
estimated by the reference dataset and by each annotation method were
then standardised to give the percentage differences from the reference
dataset. One sample Wilcoxon signed rank tests were performed to
evaluate whether annotators’ area weighted mean coral cover estimates
were significantly different to the coral cover estimated by the refer-
ence dataset. Combining all annotators also produced the number of
coral detections made by at least one annotator, which was then used
to estimate apparent detection success in segmentation (Durden et al.,
2016).

2.5. Reducing uncertainty in manual segmentation image annotation

To create more complete coral cover estimates and reduce variabil-
ity between annotators in the segmentation method, we employed two
techniques to model the colony size distributions of each annotator and
impute the missing coral area data. The first is based on established
sample selection relationships used in fishery studies (Richard’s selec-
tion curves), with bootstrapping to characterise uncertainty within each
annotator’s model. The second employed constrained Gaussian pro-
cesses regressions (GP; Agrell (2019)), which make model predictions
together with uncertainty estimates.

Each annotators’ segmented coral sizes were plotted against their
relative cumulative frequencies (see Supplement 2 for examples of these
plots) and both modelling techniques were applied separately. The
techniques were implemented with a defined minimum size for the
modelled area, set to a circular area with the diameter of a single
corallite (10 mm; Gass and Roberts (2011); three times the resolu-
tion of the acquisition system). To remove potential outliers from
the modelled data, in cases where the smallest colony area drawn
by an annotator was inconsistent with the general distribution trend
of the larger colonies drawn, those values were reset to point labels
and the corresponding area estimated by the imputation process. For
more information on the removal process, refer to the supplementary
material (Supplement 2).
4

2.5.1. Imputing coral sizes - modelling using a known relationship
Selection curves are often used in fishery studies to provide the

probability that a fish of a certain length is retained if they make
contact with trawl gear (Wileman et al., 1996; Millar and Fryer, 1999).
Following the logic that larger organisms have a greater probability
of being retained (or here, detected) in a trawl (in an image), the
selection curve tends to resemble an S-shape (Millar and Fryer, 1999;
Stepputtis et al., 2016). To impute the point labelled coral sizes, the
relative cumulative frequencies of coral colonies and colony areas were
modelled using the inverse of a selection curve. Inverse Richard’s
selection curves (IRC) were chosen to describe the coral areas drawn
by each annotator, where 𝑟(𝑙) was the relative cumulative frequency
of a coral colony with a natural logarithm of real-world area 𝑙 being
detected by an annotator:

𝑙 =
𝑙𝑛( 𝑟(𝑙)𝛿

1−𝑟(𝑙)𝛿 ) − 𝑎

𝑏
(1)

The equation is specified by the parameters 𝑎 and 𝑏 and includes an
additional parameter, 𝛿, to account for varying degrees of asymmetry
in the distribution (Millar and Fryer, 1999). The natural logarithm
of colony areas were used to ensure only positive values of colony
sizes were predicted. The natural logarithm of colony areas from each
annotator and the minimum corallite area with a relative cumulative
frequency of zero were combined and bootstrapped 1000 times to
generate parameter estimates using the curve_fit function in the Scipy
Python module (Virtanen et al. (2020); Supplement 3). The resulting
bootstrapped parameter estimates for the IRCs (𝑎, 𝑏 and 𝛿) were used
to estimate point label sizes by providing randomly selected relative
cumulative proportion 𝑟(𝑙) values between the inverse of the total
number of labels an annotator made, and the proportion of point labels
for each annotator. These values were used along with the bootstrapped
parameters to generate a range of possible coral colony areas.

2.5.2. Imputing coral sizes - non-parametric modelling
The relative cumulative frequencies of each annotator’s segmented

coral colonies were modelled with respect to their real-world sizes
using non-parametric Bayesian inference known as GPs (Rasmussen
and Williams, 2006). Whilst GPs do not require a known relationship
prior to modelling, some initial hyper-parameters are needed which
influence the resulting modelled data. The scleractinian coral taxa
in this study show linear colony growth (Orejas et al. (2011); less
than 4 cm yr-1; Buscher et al. 2019) and due to there being little
to no size selective pressure in the study area (the Western Darwin
Mounds did not have major trawling damage; Huvenne et al. (2016)),
the size population of imaged coral colonies was expected to show a
smooth distribution. Function estimation was achieved using GPs with
the radial basis function kernel, a common choice in ecological and
growth studies to model smooth and stationary functions and easy to
optimise (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006; Schulz et al., 2018). The
radial basis function kernel has two hyper-parameters; the length-scale
𝜆 and the signal variance 𝜎2𝑓 . Length-scales and signal variances values
were chosen based on each annotator’s data:

Length-scale 𝜆 = 0.25 × 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (2)

Signal variance 𝜎2𝑓 = (
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑐

4
)2 (3)

Where 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 was the proportion of identified coral colonies with
a point label, 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐 was the maximum size of drawn coral colonies
by an annotator and 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑐 was the minimum possible size of a coral
colony. An additional parameter, noise variance 𝜎2𝑛 was included in
the GP to represent the variance in coral area due to the difference in
resolution when images were captured at different altitudes above the
seabed, and was the same for all annotators (Supplement 4). Boundary
constraints were used to improve GP predictions and produce more

realistic estimates of model uncertainty (Agrell, 2019). In addition
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Fig. 2. Area-weighted mean coral cover over total study area estimated by each annotator (left) and across all annotators (right), using the grid-based and manual segmentation
methods. Box plots show means and standard deviations (solid lines and boxes) with 95% confidence interval whiskers and points representing outliers.
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to the minimum boundary for coral colony size of a single corallite,
the maximum size of a coral colony segmented by each annotator
was used as the corresponding upper bound for predicted values. The
model function was also forced to monotonically increase so that the
coral colony size increased with the relative cumulative frequency of
annotated corals. The constrained GPs were implemented using the
GPConstr Python package (Agrell, 2019), and to limit computational
resource use, 𝜆 was constrained to be greater than or equal to 0.10.

2.5.3. Model validation and cover analyses
Model validation was performed by removing the smallest seg-

mented colonies from each annotator’s dataset in 5% increments in an
iterative process until only 25% of each annotator’s colony area data
remained in the training subset. The removed size data was used to
validate model predictions at each iteration. Both modelling techniques
were evaluated based on the amount and proportion of data they
required for training to consistently predict the size of each annotator’s
removed drawn coral colonies.

Analyses of annotator cover estimation variability were repeated
as described in sections 2.3 and 2.4 including the imputed areas for
each technique, and were compared to the manual segmentation results
before the imputation of point labelled coral colonies.

3. Results

3.1. Darwin mounds coral cover

Total coral cover was estimated from the reference dataset as 0.13%
(95% CI, 0.07 – 0.23%), made up by a total of 313 detected coral
colonies distributed over the 3950.44 m2 photographed seabed area.
Living coral was detected in 22 of the 96 seabed images of the Western
Darwin Mounds, with five of the images containing more than 1% coral
and the maximum recorded image coral cover being 2.68%. Where live
coral was detected in an image, the number of detected coral colonies
ranged from 1–55, the largest colony recorded covering approximately
821 cm2 seabed area.

3.2. Grid-based annotation and manual segmentation cover estimates

3.2.1. Annotator variability and bias within grid-based estimates
Annotator area-weighted mean cover estimates had a coefficient

of variation of 33%, with the largest annotator estimate being three
times the smallest (Fig. 2). Area-weighted mean coral cover across all
annotators was 0.19% (95% CI, 0.09–0.33%). The maximum individual
annotator bias for the grid method overestimated coral cover by 74%
relative to the grid cover estimate across all annotators (Table 2). Image
coral cover estimates were significantly different between annotators
5

using the grid method, with annotators’ maximum recorded image coral a
covers ranging from 2.14% to 5.85% (Friedman 𝑄 = 106.76, 𝑝 <0.001;
Table 3).

Where annotators detected live coral in image cells, 10 out of the 11
most commonly estimated 0 < 𝑥 ≤ 5% coral cover, the last annotator
stimating 5 < 𝑥 ≤ 15% most frequently. Four annotators estimated
5% or more coral cover with a grid cell and no annotators estimated
ore than 45% coral cover being present within a grid cell.

.2.2. Annotator variability and bias within manual segmentation estimates
Annotator area-weighted mean cover estimates using manual seg-

entation ranged between 0.04% and 0.12%, and the coefficient of
ariation between annotator cover estimates was 28% (Fig. 2). Area-
eighted mean coral cover across all annotators was 0.08% (95% CI,
.04–0.14%). The annotator with the greatest bias in the segmentation
ethod underestimated coral cover by 52% relative to the segmen-

ation estimate across all annotators (Table 2). Image coral cover
stimates were significantly different between annotators using manual
egmentation and maximum recorded image coral cover ranged from
.38% to 2.61% across annotators (Friedman 𝑄 = 79.21, 𝑝 <0.001;
able 3).

Compared to the reference dataset, the number of colonies detected
y a single annotator ranged from 172 to 273, and 113 colonies
ere detected by all annotators. The mean apparent detection success
cross all annotators was 72%. The proportion of point labelled coral
olonies ranged from 8%–82%, with seven annotators not providing
n associated area for more than 50% of the colonies they detected in
mages.

.2.3. Annotator variability and bias between annotation methods
For image examples of annotator variability between annotation

ethods, refer to the supplementary material (Supplement 5). There
as significant disagreement between annotators and annotation
ethod in coral cover estimates per image (Friedman 𝑄 = 328.85,
<0.001; Table 3). Ten of the 11 annotators estimated significantly

igher image cover estimates with the grid-based method compared
o segmentation, with seven annotators producing grid image cover
stimates at least two times greater than their estimates made with
egmentation (Supplement 6). Image cover estimates by the grid-based
ethod showed more within method annotator disagreement than

egmentation (Table 3; Supplement 6).
Greater inter-annotator variability in cover estimates occurred with

he grid method compared to the segmentation of the same colony,
nd grids tended to overestimate colony size. Overestimation was more
ignificant for small colonies (Fig. 3; Supplement 7). This systematic
ias resulted in significant differences in whole dataset cover estimates

nd annotator variability between annotation methods (Fig. 2).
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Table 2
Bias in annotator coral cover estimates, as the difference between individual annotators’ coral estimates and the average across all annotators
for each method. Presented as a percentage of the average cover estimate. Negative values indicate the annotator underestimated compared to
the annotator average. IRC = Inverse Richard’s selection curves, GP = Gaussian processes).

Annotator Grids (%) Segments
without point
labels (%)

Segments IRC
modelled (%)

Segments GP
modelled (%)

1 −30 5.0 19 22
2 39 34 14 7.2
3 −17 −22 −2.6 2.7
4 −4.2 −30 −23 −17
5 −0.2 9.8 −13 −19
6 −30 6.3 −2.7 −2.5
7 5.1 −52 −27 −29
8 −47 −7.3 4.6 12
9 74 15 18 18
10 −7.9 −5.7 −7.3 −6.9
11 19 46 21 11

Range −30 −52 −27 −29
74 46 21 22
Table 3
Variability between annotators and methods in average coral cover estimates per image. IRC = Inverse
Richard’s curves, GP = Gaussian processes.

Annotation method Coral cover per image (%) Friedman 𝑄

Grids 0.14–0.41 106.76***
Segments:
Without point labels 0.06–0.15 79.21***
IRC modelled 0.10–0.16 58.72***
GP modelled 0.10–0.18 71.76***

Grids and segments without point labels 0.04–0.33 328.85***

*** 𝑝-values <0.001; see also Supplement 6.
Fig. 3. Examples of method and annotator variability in cold-water coral image annotation on individual colony (a; b) scales. Images cropped to represent one grid cell. Coral
colony sizes estimated by 11 annotators using both grid (red) and segment (blue) annotation methods. For the individual colonies — the union of the drawn colonies during
manual segmentation was scaled to the mean size estimated by each method and overlaid to visualise trends. Adjacent are the mean sizes (solid line with shading) plus or minus
the standard deviation (dotted lines) for each annotation method and the estimated areas.
For the study area, the standard deviation in grid-based coral cover
estimates across annotators was three times the equivalent standard de-
viation using segmentation (0.06% compared to 0.02%, respectively).
The area-weighted mean coral percentage cover across all annotators
using the grid-based method was more than double that obtained using
the segmentation method (Wilcoxon 𝑇 = 0.0, 𝑝 <0.001).

3.2.4. Annotation method bias and effort
For both annotation methods, annotators’ area weighted mean coral

cover estimates were significantly different to the coral cover estimated
by the reference dataset (Wilcoxon, grids 𝑇 = 4.0, 𝑝 <0.01; segments
𝑇 = 0.0, 𝑝 <0.001). The grid-based annotation method generated the
greatest method bias, overestimating coral cover by 45% (95% CI, -
34%–144%; Fig. 4). Manual segmentation under-estimated coral cover
by 38% (95% CI, −72 – 4.03%) compared to the reference dataset.

Annotators varied in mean time spent annotating per image both
within and between annotation methods, with some annotators being
twice as fast as other annotators using the same method (Supplement
8). Total annotation time was not significantly different between anno-
tation methods (mean ± SE, grids = 179.39 ± 15.13 min; segments =
217.64 ± 21.97 min, Wilcoxon 𝑇 = 13.0, 𝑝 = 0.08).
6

For manual segmentation, there were no significant correlations
between the coral detection success of annotators and the total time
spent annotating (Kendall 𝜏 = 0.07, 𝑝 = 0.75), the proportion of
point labels annotators had and the total time spent annotating (𝜏 =
−0.13, 𝑝 = 0.65), nor the number of colonies annotators detected and
the number of colonies annotators segmented (𝜏 = 0.18, 𝑝 = 0.43;
Supplement 9).

3.3. Imputing missing cover data in manual segmentation

3.3.1. Model validation and performance
Model validation showed that, for both techniques, prediction per-

formance of coral sizes improved as larger proportions of colony size
observations were included in the training data. Most model itera-
tions needed at least 20% of the annotator’s detected coral colonies
(approximately 50 colonies) to have a drawn segment to train with
to predict realistic trends in colony size. The IRCs under-predicted
known coral sizes whereas the GPs over-predicted them (Fig. 5). In
model validation, the extrapolation performance of both models varied
between annotators, achieving more accurate predictions of known
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Fig. 4. Relative error of annotation methods and imputation techniques for annotating
cold-water coral cover. Errors (coloured bars and solid black lines) are presented as the
percentage differences between each annotation approach’s respective area-weighted
mean cover estimate across all annotators and the area-weighted mean cover estimated
from a reference dataset generated from all 11 annotators’ manual segmentation results.
Error bars are annotation approaches’ 95% confidence intervals. IRC = Inverse Richard’s
curves, GP = Gaussian processes.

colony size with annotators that had greater numbers of segmented
colonies (Fig. 6).

Imputing the test coral colony sizes with either modelling technique
significantly improved the accuracy of coral cover estimates compared
to ignoring the removed colony sizes (Fig. 6; Wilcoxon signed rank test
for significant coral cover difference when predicting the known sizes
of at least 25 coral colonies compared to ignoring them 𝑇 = 0.0, 𝑝
<0.001).

Segmented colony sizes were directly used for cover estimation and
so only model extrapolation of the small point labelled coral colony
sizes are of interest in this study (Fig. 7). The IRC models estimated
smaller colony sizes than the GPs, with colony sizes gradually declining
with decreasing cumulative frequency (Fig. 7). In the GP models, the
decline in colony size with decreasing cumulative frequency was ini-
tially less than in the IRC models, increasing just before reaching zero
cumulative frequency (Fig. 7). The GP modelled colony sizes had larger
associated uncertainties, which increased when fewer segmented coral
colony sizes were provided. The uncertainty in the coral sizes predicted
with IRCs depended on both the proportion of segment annotations
used in model training and the distribution of colony sizes provided
by the annotator (Fig. 7a; 7b). The uncertainty in IRC modelled colony
sizes first increased and then decreased again as imputed colony size
reduced, tapering near zero. Both models agreed best with observed
coral colony sizes for annotators with higher proportions of drawn
segments (Fig. 7).

3.3.2. Annotator variability and bias after cover imputation
Coral cover estimates per image were increased and showed less

inter-annotator variability after point labelled colony sizes were im-
puted and contributing to cover estimates (Table 3).

Imputing colony sizes increased segmentation coral cover estimates
(Fig. 8). Area weighted mean cover estimates were 0.10% (95% CI,
0.05 – 0.17%) and 0.11% (95% CI, 0.05 – 0.19%), with colony sizes
imputed by IRC models and GPs respectively . The coefficient of vari-
ation between annotators was reduced from 28% before imputation to
17% and 16% after imputing with IRC models and GPs respectively.
The maximum annotator bias was reduced from an underestimate of
52% compared to the average cover estimate across all annotators, to
underestimates of 27% and 29% (with IRC and GP imputed colony
sizes, respectively; Table 2).
7

3.3.3. Annotation method bias after cover imputation
Annotator’s area weighted mean coral cover estimates were still

significantly different to the coral cover estimated by the reference
dataset (Wilcoxon, IRC imputed 𝑇 = 0.0, 𝑝 <0.001; GP imputed 𝑇 =
2.0, 𝑝 <0.01). However, imputing point-labelled colony sizes with IRCs
and GPs reduced segmentation underestimation from 38% compared to
the reference dataset to 23% (95% CI, −65%–29%) and 15% (95% CI,
−59%–40%) respectively (Fig. 4).

4. Discussion

We found that coral cover estimates made using both manual seg-
mentation and grid-based annotation methods varied between anno-
tators, with some annotator cover estimates being three times that of
others using the same annotation method. Manual segmentation pro-
duced lower coral cover estimates with lower annotator variability and
bias compared to the grid-based estimation method in our sparse coral
cover dataset. The results also show that the use of modelling tech-
niques to impute unmeasured coral sizes in the manual segmentation
method can reduce size selectivity bias, annotator variability and coral
cover underestimation. Based on these findings, we provide generalised
recommendations for planning image annotation and for accounting
for annotator variability in datasets when evaluating percentage cover
from seabed images. These recommendations can be applied both to
multi-annotator and single annotator studies.

4.1. The impact of variability and bias in cover estimates for monitoring
programmes

The observed variability in cover estimates within and between
annotation methods may raise concerns for the effectiveness of mon-
itoring. For example, where low seabed cover values are employed to
both define and monitor the status of VMEs, even modest variations
could substantially influence interpretations and outcomes.

The almost unique case of scleractinian coral growing on sandy
substrata at the Darwin Mounds makes the on-mounds cold-water
coral habitat an important deep-sea VME for conservation (De Santo
and Jones, 2007). Considering on-mound images only (38 m2 aver-
age seabed area), live coral cover was 0.57% (95% CI, 0.00–2.40%).
Rowden et al. (2020) provide data on live coral colony numerical
density and associated species richness that they use to define objective
cold-water coral VME thresholds in studies based on 25 and 50 m2

video transects. We have used those data to establish coral colony
density thresholds at the points where 90% of the asymptotic associated
species richness were achieved for the two sample unit sizes, both
approximately 0.1 live colonies 𝑚−2. In the Darwin Mounds case, that
ensity threshold corresponds to 0.22% live coral cover. Our on-mound
ive coral cover estimate made from the reference dataset meets that
ME threshold, as do the estimates made with each annotation and

mputation technique when estimated across all annotators. However,
hen considering individual annotator estimates, one segmentation
ithout imputation value fails to reach the threshold (Supplement 10).

Semi- and fully automated image analysis techniques are increas-
ngly being used in seabed monitoring studies to support the evaluation
f marine imaging data at effective timescales. Some examples in-
lude automated point count annotation methods for estimating coral
eef substrate cover (Beijbom et al., 2015); automated semantic seg-
entation of coral, sponges (Purser et al., 2009) and poly-metallic
odules (Schoening et al., 2016) from seafloor images; automated
old-water coral reef classification from photogrammetric reconstruc-
ions (de Oliveira et al., 2021); real-time detection and segmentation of
itter from seafloor images (Corrigan et al., 2023); artificial intelligence
ssisted semantic segmentation of corals from orthophotos (Pavoni
t al., 2021) and machine learning assisted detection and segmentation
f seafloor organisms within online annotation platforms (Zurowietz
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Fig. 5. Model validation for imputing coral colony sizes with inverse Richard’s selection curves (IRC; solid lines) and constrained Gaussian processes (GP; dashed lines), using data
from the annotator with the greatest number of drawn segments as an illustrative example. Models extrapolated mean and 95% confidence intervals (coloured lines and shaded
bands) of small coral colony sizes, including colonies moved from training (black markers) to test datasets (coloured markers).
Fig. 6. Total error for imputation model validations, measured as absolute differences between modelled small coral colony sizes and drawn colony sizes, shown for three annotators.
The three annotators selected had either a low (‘Low’, pink), medium (‘Mid’, green), or high (‘High’, brown) proportion of drawn segments compared to the total number of coral
colonies each detected. (a) Inverse Richard’s selection curve modelled (IRC); (b) Gaussian process modelled (GP).
Fig. 7. Coral colony sizes modelled with inverse Richard’s selection curves (IRC; solid lines) and constrained Gaussian processes (GP; dashed lines) to extrapolate small coral
colony sizes for three example annotators.
et al., 2018) . These non-manual image annotation methods can com-
pensate for some of the limitations in manual annotations highlighted
in this study, such as the minimum mask size human annotators are
reliably able to draw, and error attributable with fatigue or other effects
not experienced by machines (Culverhouse, 2007). Manual annotation
techniques are, however, still being used to assess the state of ecosys-
tems and automated techniques either rely on manually generated
training data or use manually annotated data as ground truthing to
8

evaluate model performance against. Therefore, accurate manual anno-
tations are still required as we move towards more automated image
analysis techniques.

The variability in cover estimates between annotators, both on-
mound and across the whole study, suggests that studies monitoring
low seabed cover VMEs could potentially encounter times three vari-
ation in estimated cover between monitoring timepoints attributable
to annotation method or annotator variability alone. The impact of
variability on cover estimates will not be of the same magnitude in high
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Fig. 8. Area-weighted mean coral cover over total study area estimated by each annotator (left) and across all annotators (right), using the manual segmentation annotation
ethod and considering identified corals with no associated area in three ways. Box plots show mean and standard deviations (solid line and box) with whiskers as 95% confidence

ntervals and outliers as points. IRC = Inverse Richard’s curves, GP = Gaussian processes.
seabed cover habitats (e.g., tropical coral reefs) but likely still exists
and should also be considered in corresponding monitoring studies,
particularly in cases monitoring gradual decline. With increasing reuse
of image annotation data, reporting potential annotator bias and vari-
ability is critical to enabling meaningful comparisons between studies
and timepoints. Therefore, whether in a one-off survey or in repeat
surveys, formal assessments of potential bias, inter-annotator and inter-
survey sources of variability should be carried out as a matter of best
practise.

4.2. Annotation method choice influence on cover estimates

Estimates of percentage coral cover from grid-based seabed image
annotations had higher annotator variability and bias than manual
segmentation. Annotator variability and bias in the grid-based method
was largely a result of annotators differing in their evaluations of colony
sizes rather than in their detection of the colonies.

Grid estimates are more subjective than segmentation, as it requires
annotators to judge the percentage of cover present in each grid cell.
Human perception of percentage cover can be prone to overestimation
and has a higher likelihood of varying between annotators (Olmstead
et al., 2004; Finn et al., 2010). This bias and variability is especially
evident when the subjects of interest are much smaller than the cell
size (Benedetti-Cecchi et al., 1996; Trygonis and Sini, 2012); the coral
colonies in this study were all smaller than 0.1 m2 in size, in comparison
to a mean grid cell size of 0.73 m2. To aid in reducing bias associated
with the chosen cell size, Dethier et al. (1993) recommended using
many small subdivisions in quadrats to aid censusing scattered and low-
coverage biota. However, while a reduction in cell size may reduce
bias, it has previously been found to reduce the time efficiency of
generating cover estimates (Benedetti-Cecchi et al., 1996; Deter et al.,
2012; Trygonis and Sini, 2012). Annotators were instructed to estimate
cell cover in ten percent increments. As most annotators modal cell
cover category was 0 < 𝑥 ≤ 5%, cover estimate precision may have been
improved by annotators using smaller cover increments or providing a
continuous estimate instead, so as to remove decision rules as a source
of annotator variability (Dethier et al., 1993).

The sparse distribution and small size of many of the coral colonies
recorded in this study meant the grid-based estimations overestimated
the size of coral colonies and the annotation method was not signif-
icantly faster than manual segmentation, which produced estimates
with lower annotator bias and uncertainty. Unlike grid-based esti-
mates, manual segmentation can also provide additional information
on colony shape, orientation and size distributions, giving insight into
coral condition and recovery (De Clippele et al., 2018). Furthermore,
drawn segments can be used to train machine learning algorithms for
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automated image analyses (Buškus et al., 2021; Piechaud and Howell,
2022). However, manual segmentation showed a similar magnitude
of method bias to grid-based estimates (45% with grids, 38% with
segmentation) but underestimated coral cover compared to the refer-
ence annotation set. This underestimation was in part caused by size
selectivity bias.

4.3. Size selectivity bias in manual segmentation

High inter-annotator variability in cover by the segmentation
method occurred as a result of differences in the smallest segmented
colony and the proportion of identified coral assigned only point labels.
Annotator coral colony detection success was not related to annotator
segmented colony proportions, so differences in cover estimates were
related to the lack of area assignment rather than coral detection.
The proportion of point labels did not correlate with total time spent
annotating, suggesting that differences were not a function of anno-
tator effort. Personal differences may have contributed to annotator
variability in coral colony segmentation, including personal work-
space setups, screen resolutions and equipment, dexterity and visual
perception (Van Coillie et al., 2014). Trends towards big-data studies
and the use of shared image repositories and multi-user annotation
platforms (Bewley et al., 2015; Langenkämper et al., 2017), indicate
that these differences should be expected, emphasising the need for
studies to set realistic bounds on their expected impact.

For the purposes of coral monitoring, the detection of coral recruit-
ment and new colony formations can provide evidence for potential
recovery of a site after disturbance events such as trawling or bleach-
ing (Connell et al., 1997; Beazley et al., 2021). These new colonies
are likely to be small in size, depending on coral growth rates and
time after disturbance. Failure to detect or provide a size estimate for
small colonies due to size selection bias can restrict our monitoring
outputs and insight into habitat recovery (Perkins et al., 2022), and so
annotators should strive to provide size estimates for as many detected
colonies as possible.

Size selectivity bias can occur both in visual surveys and in physical
sampling techniques such as trawling and is likely a source of uncer-
tainty for studies of small target species, or those examining a broad
spectrum of organism sizes. This has been reported in both marine and
terrestrial ecological studies, where imperfect detection leads to small,
difficult to detect species being falsely absent or under-detected (Issaris
et al., 2012; Kellner and Swihart, 2014; Breton et al., 2013; Warwick
and Clarke, 1996). Size selectivity bias has been reported in a study
of individual megafauna in seabed images (Schoening et al., 2020),
where apparent faunal density increased and the median dimensions
of annotated fauna decreased with increasing image resolution. This
effect needs to be considered for long-term monitoring where image
acquisition equipment and deployment strategies can be expected to

vary over time (Clark et al., 2019).
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4.4. Modelling colony size to impute missing data

The models used to impute missing coral colony sizes successfully
reduced inter-annotator variability by 10% and increased coral cover
estimates (Fig. 8), but differed in some practical aspects and some
details of results that may be important to consider. The IRC models
were entirely data-driven, requiring only a single end-point for the
minimum colony size to be defined for all annotators. By contrast, the
constrained GPs required a larger number of parameters to define the
model, related to coral morphology, image acquisition properties and
attributes of each annotator’s data. Care should be taken to choose
appropriate initial parameters for GP’s that are representative of the
modelled data’s underlying characteristics or there is a risk of the
model over- or under-fitting (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006). Both
models performed well in validation tests when extrapolated sizes were
compared to drawn segment area estimates (Fig. 5).

Both models followed a smooth size distribution of coral colonies
and would not account for large changes within a single annotation
set, created from a change in annotation setup for example. Since
model performance related to both the proportion of observed colony
sizes and the total number of area assigned annotations, annotators
should aim to annotate small specimens or colonies in images as much
as possible to improve model performance, where noise related to
error in size assignment of small targets can be identified and rejected
prior to training. Most notably, model validation showed that both
models represented the test coral colony sizes more accurately than
if these colonies were ignored. Therefore, use of either technique is
recommended when segmented annotations have known size selectivity
bias.

Reducing size selection bias and variability (through imputation or
annotating smaller specimens) improves the ability (statistical power)
to detect change in coral cover. Additionally, the modelling techniques
addressed some of the method bias present in the manual segmenta-
tion method, reducing the underestimation of coral cover caused by
point labelled colonies not being accounted for in cover estimates. The
reference annotation set created by combining all annotators manual
segmentation outputs represents the upper-bound number of coral
colonies present in the annotation set. Imperfect detection was still
present after imputing small coral colony sizes, and further error likely
still existed, in the form of misclassified colonies. Despite these re-
maining issues, imputing missing coral colony sizes increased annotator
averaged cover estimates by a relative 25%–37%, suggesting that it is
a worthwhile endeavour.

5. Conclusions and recommendations

This study highlights the potential bias and variability in annotator
cover estimates from seabed images. These have a significant influence
when deriving cover estimates of organisms with sparse, patchy dis-
tributions, such as the Darwin Mounds cold-water corals considered
in this study. To reduce inter-annotator variability and bias when
estimating biota cover from seafloor images, we provide the following
recommendations:

1. Before starting image annotation, the method should be cho-
sen based on the distribution of biota: for small/sparsely dis-
tributed biota, manual segmentation may reduce inter-annotator
variability and bias.

2. Impute missing data: where annotators can detect but not mea-
sure any fraction of the target population, post-process these
data via imputation for improved cover estimates.

3. Annotators should provide measurement estimates for as much
of the target population as feasibly possible, not only to improve
imputation model robustness, but also to provide population size
structure data which can be used to evaluate habitat recovery.
10
4. Studies should report potential annotator bias and variability for
quality control purposes and to allow for meaningful compar-
isons between annotators, annotations methods, and time points.
A common subset of images should randomly be repeatedly
annotated and from it, annotator variability, bias, and detection
success can be estimated and if possible, accounted for.

These recommendations should reduce both annotator bias and
variability and consequently improve the monitoring of seabed cover
by VMEs and other targets of interest.
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